
Pop art Portraits
Mrs Ras



This project is aimed to get students 
acclimated to photopea,Pixlr bg,  selection 
tool, layers , layer modes, and coloring.  

Students will 

-choose a high res portrait and paste in tp 
piece without warp!

-Use the poly lasso tool to create Benday 
like dots in three different sizes ie 8, 10, 
15.in at least 15 spots

-Use at least 3 colors in at least 15 spots.

-Add a complementary background

-Show good work ethic and effort



Go to google and search for a 
portrait picture.  Something 
you would consider POP art 
today!
Right click> save image

Hint* searching with 
“photography” in the title  
yields nice pictures
Also choosing photos with 
personality or a message give 
better final products



https://pixlr.com/remove-background/

Open the 
image you 
saved! 
From your 
computer 

https://pixlr.com/remove-background/


Find it and 
open



Ok now wait a 
second and let 
pixlr do its 
thing.    Once it 
has choose 
Fine tune to 
add or delete 
more to the 
selection



Change the size 
and softness of 
the brush.  
Alternate 
between remove 
and keep until 
you have just 
want you want.  
To make it easier 
you can turn on 
Hint but just 
remember to 
click it off before 
you save

Ok Then 
Download as a 
PNG



Go to photopea

Create a new project

REMEMBER to choose a 
letter sized file but change to 
DPI to something your 
computer  can handle ie 150 
or 72



file> open and place



Now we need to 
scale your image

Edit>free transform

Pull from the 
corners and HOLD 
SHIFT!!! No 
warping
 Press the Check 
when done



Right click on 
the layer> 
rasterize



We need to change 
the image to black 
and white

image >adjustments>
Black and white



Play with the scales 
until the image had a 
good balance of darks 
and lights



We are going 
to enhance 
the contrast 
by

Image > 
adjust> 
Bright and 
contrast



Right click on 
the new 
pasted layer 
and choose 
duplicate

Do this twice 
so that you 
have 3 of the 
same layer



On the top two 
layers lock them



Toggle off by clicking the 
eye next to the two locked 
layers

This will make them 
invisible!!!!



Click the unlocked 
layer

Then 

image>adjust> 
posterize



Choose a break up of shapes 5 or less what ever 
looks the best



So now we are going to 
create the pop art, benday 
dots in at least 3 different 
sizes

To do this we are going to 
select areas (like the dark 
shapes)

1.Choose magic wand 
tool.
2. Up your feathering to 
10



Start selecting your shades… start with a medium 
tone.

Hold shift to 
add to your 
selecting and 
add similar 
tones around 
your desired 
area



To get dots Filter> pixelate> color halftone
This is where you get to assign the size of the dots.  If you have a area of detail 
choose a smaller size like 8 and below, if you are doing something large like 
clothing go larger to 16.  I do not advise going larger



Remember you need to have three different sizes of 
dots

Small dots - 6

Medium -12

Large- 16



Using the magic wand tool select another area to 
create the dots.. Remember u need to do all the 
shadow areas 

Do not do the 
White or black 
Areas 



Save your file 

File> Export as

Add this black and white dotted stage of the project 
to google classroom.. You are getting a full project 
grade for this  aswell 



 Click on the 
top layer. 
Toggle on the 
layer and 
unlock.



Change the layer 
mode to opacity

This will bring 
back some 
clarity to your 
portrait

You may choose 
to add a filter to 
this layer if you 
like



Add a new layer 
(BLANK LAYER) on top 
this is the first layer you 
will be coloring on.
You have two options for coloring in this 
portrait ( which i will outline on the next two 
slides)  

1. Using a selection tool and then filling 
it with color using the paint bucket 
tool 

Or

2.  Use your paint brush freehand (like 
last project)



1- Choose the poly 
lasso tool and select 
an area that you want 
to color.  I suggest that 
you allow the dark or 
shadowed areas 
dictate your shapes

2- Click the color 
box to select a 
color once you 
have selected the 
area with the poly 
lasso tool

Choose the 
paint bucket 
tool and fill the 
selected area

Option 1



Or you can just 
use the paint brush 
and paint in the 
areas… just like 
the last project. 

Option 2



So obviously the color is 
covering up your dot work 

To fix this we need to change 
the layer mode

While the coloring layer is 
selected click on the box that 
says normal and change it to 
Multiply



Continue to color
Notice i didn't color in 
everything this is a choice in 
style it helps me convey 
highlights

Just remember you must color 
at least 15 spots ie shapes with 
at least 3 different colors



When you change the color 
makes sure you add a new 
layer to color in. 

 New Colors = 
own layer
1- Click on the new layer icon 
at the bottom of the layer box 
to add a new layer

2. Use the poly lasso tool and 
select the new area

3. Choose your new color 

4. Use the paint bucket to 
paint  paint in

5. Change the layer mode to 
multifply



Continue to paint in all in.  remember 15 shapes at 
least 3 colors



Go to google and find a compatible background 
image   right click > copy image



Go back to your photoshop file 
Edit>paste



Drag the new pasted in layer 
to the bottom of the layer list



edit> free 
transform

And scale the 
pic without 
warping!!!!!



For extra credit***** go find an extra pic that fits your theme.. Abstract lighting is 
always good. Paste it into you peice and make sure it is scaled large 
(freetransfrom) drag the layer to the top



Change the layer mode 

As well as the level of opacity



Save your file 

File> Export as> jpeg

Change the format to JPEG and add it to goggle 
classroom

Add this jpeg to your google assignment to submit.


